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Get involved...earn money!
Despite the availability of mail-in ballots, many people will opt to
vote in person. In 2018, nearly 60% of U.S. poll workers were over age
60 and roughly a quarter were over 70, according the Pew Research
Center. As seniors are considered to be at a higher risk for severe
illness and death from COVID-19, many regular poll workers, who
are over 60, will not be working during the pandemic. This will leave
many polling places shorthanded.
Poll work is not volunteer work. Poll workers not only fulfill their
civic duty, but also receive monetary compensation. In Northampton
County, poll workers are paid up to $200 for the day. In Lehigh County
poll workers earn up to $150 for the day, plus $30 for picking up and
dropping off election supplies. In Monroe County, poll workers are
paid up to $150 for the day.
To be eligible for poll work, applicants must be registered to vote in
the county they are applying to work in. Visit the links in the red box
below to check your registration status or to register. Visit the links
and use the contact information in this box to find out more about
working the polls, helping your country and earning cash!

Pennsylvania Poll Worker Application:

https://expressforms.pa.gov/apps/pa/DOS-VotesPA/County
Northampton County
Phone: (610)829-6260
Email: election@northamptoncounty.org
Lehigh County
Phone: (610) 782-3194
Email: electionboard@lehighcounty.org
Monroe County
Phone: (570) 517-3165
Email: SMay-Silfee@monroecountypa.gov

Voter resources

Register to vote here:

https://www.pavoterservices.pa.gov/Pages/VoterRegistrationApplication.aspx

Check your registration status here:

https://www.pavoterservices.pa.gov/pages/voterregistrationstatus.aspx

Request a mail-in ballot here:
https://www.votespa.com/Voting-in-PA/Pages/Mail-and-Absentee-Ballot.aspx

Find your polling place:
https://www.pavoterservices.pa.gov/Pages/PollingPlaceInfo.aspx

Find your political typology:

https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/quiz/political-typology/

The United States presidential election will be held on Tuesday, Nov. 3. In Pennsylvania, the
deadline to register to vote in the election is October 19. This year, due to the coronavirus pandemic, many states are making it easier to vote by mail. This is not, however, a new feature and
in some states, including Pennsylvania, it is a common practice. Employees from local county
voter registration offices assured The Commuter that voting by mail is a safe and trustworthy
method of voting.
All registered voters are eligible to apply for a mail-in ballot. The deadline to register for a
mail-in ballot is Oct. 27, however, applying that late in October would be cutting it dangerously close, as the completed ballot must be received by your county election office by 8 p.m.
on Election Day. In other words, it doesn't matter if you mailed your ballot on Election Day,
because it won't get there in time. In the event that you receive your mail-in ballot too close to
Election Day and you don't want to risk putting it back in the mail and it not arriving in time,
you can drop your ballot off at your county election office (the process for which is detailed
below; see links for voter registration and mail-in ballot application in the info-boxes in the
bottom-left corner of this page).
If you apply for a mail-in ballot, you will receive your ballot in the mail. Mail-in ballots
are expected to start being sent out between late September and early October, the earlier you
requested it, the earlier you should receive it. After carefully filling out your ballot, you will insert the ballot into the security envelope (provided) and then place the security envelope in the
declaration envelope (also provided), which you must sign. Do not forget to sign the declaration
envelope. Election office employees recommend that if you are voting by mail, to fill in your
ballot and mail it in or drop it off at your county election office immediately.
An employee at the Monroe County voter registration office told The Commuter that out of
80,000 mail-in ballots in the 2020 primary election, he could count on one hand the ballots that
had issues and those, he said, were simple mistakes, not intentional attempts to commit voter
fraud. As soon as mail-in ballots are received, he explained, they are scanned into the office's
system; any duplicate ballots would be automatically rejected. Anyone questioning the use of
mail-in ballots is questioning the integrity of his office, he said. To confirm this for yourself,
you can reach the Monroe County Office of Elections and Voter Registration at (570) 517-3165.
When asked if fraud was a concern with mail-in ballots, a Lehigh County voter registration
office employee laughed and said, "No." There is strict protocol for voting by mail, she explained. To receive this same assurance, contact the Lehigh County voter registration office at
(610) 782-3194.
The Lehigh County voter registration office employee said that her office has a great relationship with the United States Postal Service and expects everything to go smoothly, however,
for those who are concerned about mailing in their ballot and do not feel that it is safe to go to
the polls to vote on Election Day, another option available is to drop your mail-in ballot off in
person.
Northampton, Lehigh and Monroe counties are among many Pennsylvania counties accepting
mail-in ballots dropped off at their offices. In Northampton County, voters who opt to vote by
mail-in ballot and would prefer to drop off their ballot at the office rather than mail it, must go
to the Northampton County Voter Registration Office at 669 Washington St. in Easton. There,
voters will not need to go through security or venture far inside of the building; The Commuter
was told there will be a drop-off box for mail-in ballots inside the building, near the entrance.
Call to confirm: (610) 829-6260. The office in Northampton County is open Monday - Friday,
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m., but on Election Day, the office will be open to accept dropped off mail-in
ballots until 8 p.m.
In Lehigh County, voters opting to drop off their mail-in ballot, rather than mail it in, will go
to the Lehigh County Government Center at 17 S. 7th St. in Allentown. After voters present
I.D. and go through security, they will take the elevator or stairs to the voter registration office,
which is in the basement. An employee of the office said that the process of dropping off the
ballot will be quick and easy. The Lehigh County office is open from 8 a.m. - 4 p.m., Monday Friday and will be accepting mail-in ballots from 7 a.m. - 8 p.m. on Election Day.
The process in Monroe County is similar. Voters opting to drop off their mail-in ballot will go
to the Monroe County Administrative Building at 1 Quaker Plaza in Stroudsburg. Voters will
go through security and head to the voter registration office, which is on the first floor. There,
the voter can hand the ballot to an employee or drop it into the ballot box.
Whether a voter submits their ballot through the mail or drop-off, the voter will receive an
email confirming that their ballot has been accepted. To ensure that you have an email registered with your county election office to receive the confirmation email, contact your county's
office. If a voter does not receive an email verifying that their ballot has been received, they
should call their registration office to figure out what the issue could be - but this is still not
cause for alarm.
If a voter who mailed in a ballott does not receive a confirmation email, that voter can still go
to their polling place on Election Day and fill out a provisional ballot. Once all the mail-in and
polling-place ballots have been counted after the polls have closed on Election Day, election
officials will count the provisional ballots. Again, any duplicate ballots will be rejected.
Also, in the unlikely event that you do not receive your mail-in ballot, you are still wecome
to vote with a provisional ballot at your polling place on Election Day. The same is true if you
simply have a change of heart and no longer want to vote by mail, even after requesting and
receiving a mail-in ballot. In that case, you would take your mail-in ballot to your polling place
and explain that you would prefer to vote in person. A poll worker will take your mail-in ballot
and give you the provisional ballot for you to vote in person at your polling place. Obviously,
you will leave that provisional ballot with the poll workers and your vote will be counted.
Even if you are a registered voter, it doesn't hurt to check your voter registration status, to be
sure it's up to date and that your address is listed correctly. Do not hesitate to contact your local
election office with any questions. (See Page 12 for voter resources at NCC.)
(Editor's note: While The Commuter has carefully researched and detailed the voting process to create this guide,
we strongly suggest that you look into the specifics of voting in your district, well in advance of the Nov. 3 election.)
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Paula was fiercely committed to standing
up for what is right. She did not tolerate any
degree of injustice. Without hesitation, she
would stand up for anyone being exploited.
Paula never backed down from any bully. Her
spirit emanated beyond her like heat from a
fire. Her confidence propelled her through life
and provided a wake for those around her to
ride toward being the best person they could
be.
Paula was the epitome of what weak, cowardly men despise most in the world: a woman who is infinitely stronger than they could
ever imagine being. The weakest and most
cowardly of these men kill women because it
is easier for them to extinguish the brightness
with which such women shine rather than let
that light illuminate their insecurities so deeply rooted in hatred and ignorance. Tragically,
unfairly, we are robbed of beautiful souls and
left with these thieves-of-life who contribute
nothing to the world but pain and whose presence is desired nowhere.
In Colombia, a murder charge can sometimes
carry a mere seven-year sentence. For Paula’s
killer, prosecutors sought the charge of femicide, the intentional killing of women because
they are women, which, like hate crimes in the
U.S., carries a harsher penalty with no impunity.
Paula’s funeral was attended by hundreds
– family, friends, students, co-workers and
members of the community grieving for this
terrible loss and angered by the senseless
crime. A motorcade led by nearly 100 motorcycles followed the hearse to the burial site
where she was laid to rest.
Working with a women’s advocacy group,
Paula’s students and co-workers organized a
march that led from their school to the courthouse. Dressed in white and wearing purple
ribbons, hundreds marched demanding justice for Paula, chanting loudly and carrying
signs that read “Ni Una Menos,”(Not one
[woman] less), the plea of those fighting violence against women in South America.

www.ncccommuter.org

Hello, I am honored to be the new editor of The Commuter. I'll do my best to
provide the NCC community with the information needed to navigate this world. I
would'nt be here without the inspiration from a special person, Paula, the sister of
my fiancee, Claudia. Our world was shattered last year when Paula was killed. For
her, I have penned this tribute. Please be aware, the content below contains mention of murder and violence against women.
A

tribute

to

Paula Hernandez

Saturday, June 22, 2019, Paula Hernandez, was murdered by her boyfriend. She was
strangled in her home in Palmira, Colombia. Paula's birthday was August 21, this year
she would have turned 39.
In her early 20s, Paula moved from Colombia to the U.S., after becoming the first
person in her family to graduate from college. She continued her education at Rutgers
University in New Jersey, where she earned her master’s degree in public administration. After returning to Colombia in 2018, she began teaching English at SENA,
a vocational school for low-income students. Paula dreamt of forming a non-profit
organization to give back to the community for whom she cared deeply.
Paula lived with a passion for making the world a better place. In Elizabeth, New
Jersey, she volunteered with the Coalition to House the Homeless and while living
in Houston, Texas, she volunteered with the Houston Food Bank. Wherever she was,
Paula was known to distribute prepared meals in neighborhoods where hunger was
abundant.
At Christmastime, Paula organized a toy drive and hosted a special lunch where
she presented the gifts. The charitable event, with balloon animals and face painting,
brought immeasurable joy to children who had little and included some children who
had fled from unlivable conditions in Venezuela.
"With all the turmoil that is going on in their minds, we would like to extend a hand
and remind children that there is hope in humanity and that Santa Claus will reach
them at their new locations," Paula wrote on her charity’s GoFundMe page.
With humble beginnings in rural Colombia and a childhood with no shortage of
hardships, Paula bounded over all obstacles to excel academically and professionally.
Paula traveled to faraway places in the world, likely being the first person from her
birthplace to set foot in some of the destinations she visited.
Paula’s vibrancy inspired everyone around her. She instilled self-belief in her students, who saw themselves represented in her, a highly educated and worldly role
model who came from the same rugged environment as they did.
If you know an exceptional person, someone who brings incomparable joy into your
world, someone who is always there for you and can be trusted to never let you down,
then you’re lucky to know someone like Paula. (Continued bottom left)

After taking Paula’s life, the killer turned
himself in to authorities, but was released on his
own recognizance, as is the practice in Colombian law. Following the march, prompted by
fear, self-pity and an unwillingness to face the
consequences of his actions, the killer skipped
his arraignment and fled.
He has yet to be captured.
Days after Paula’s funeral, one of her students who had attended the march was stabbed
to death by her boyfriend. She was on her way
to file for a protection from abuse order against
him when he yelled at her to get off of the bus.
When she obliged, he stabbed her. The killer
was charged with femicide.
Another woman was killed that same week
in a nearby town. Women are killed in neighboring South American countries with equal
frequency. And the violence extends globally,
fierce as any virus.
Each day in America, three women are
murdered by their partners. Twenty-thousand
phone calls are made each day to domestic violence hotlines and 76% of domestic violence
victims are women. But even that phrase, “domestic violence,” implies a private problem
that should be dealt with outside the criminal
justice system.
Protection From Abuse actions in Pennsylvania are civil actions, only becoming criminal
matters when PFA orders are violated. Obviously, domestic violence is not only a private
problem. This problem belongs to all of us and
we all must join in the fight to raise awareness
and bring an end to this inequity which is likely at the core of more social issues than we
realize.
Paula possessed indomitable energy and
knowing that energy cannot be destroyed, we
know that Paula is here with us. Forever guided by that energy, until we leave and pass it
along to the next in line, we will continue Paula’s mission of making the world a better and
more equitable place, fighting injustice wherever and however it shows itself. Paula always
fought for everyone, now we fight for Paula.
-Chris Devlin

HOW TO GET HELP

With coronavirus shut downs and quarantines
forcing people to spend more time at home,
tempers may flare and domestic violence victims may think there is nowhere to get help.
Please don’t let the coronavirus shut down
make you think that there is no help available for victims of Domestic Violence.
The first line of defense for victims of domestic violence is often a Protection From Abuse
Order. But according to the Pennsylvania Coalition Against Domestic Violence’s website,
while “restraining orders can work to deter certain abusers, a PFA is just one tool in a larger
plan to be safe from the abuse.” https://www.
pcadv.org/ PFA orders in Pennsylvania are designed to provide protection for a domestic violence victim to have safe space to leave the relationship. PFA orders do not function to repair
relationships or counsel or reeducate the abuser.
Be assured however, that the Pennsylvania
courts are open for Protection From Abuse actions for those who want to take that step out
of a situation of domestic violence. The PFA
process has been available throughout the shutdown and will remain available if another shut
down of court buildings occurs. For general
information and a video on How to File for a
Protection Order in Pennsylvania, please see the
Pennsylvania Court System’s website at: http://
www.pacourts.us/learn/protection-orders
Emergency PFA procedures exist for times
such as night and weekends when the county
courts are closed but emergency procedures
vary from county to county. In Lehigh County,
the Magisterial District Judges handle Emergency PFAs.
For other counties, please check the extensive
list for information and contact phone numbers
for all counties in Pennsylvania found here:
http://www.pacourts.us/assets/files/page-1187/
file-9488.pdf
Where can I call for help right now in the
Lehigh Valley?
If you need help for a domestic or intimate
partner abuse situation but do not want to approach the courts on your own, please reach out
to Turning Point’s 24/7 helpline at 610-4373369 / Toll-free: 877-438-4957 / TTY: 610-4194594. www.turningpointlv.org
What is a PFA Petition?
A Protection from Abuse Petition is filed when
a person is requesting a court order which protects victims of domestic violence from abuse,
specifically physical injury or threats of physical violence.

Who can I file against?
A person may file a Protection From Abuse Petition
against an intimate partner or family member. (ex. spouses or former spouses, current or former sexual or intimate partners, household members related by blood or
marriage, persons related by blood or marriage, same sex
couples, parents and children.)
The PFA act does not apply to disputes between strangers, neighbors, roommates, co-workers or classmates.
Abusive behavior by people in those relationships may
be criminal or handled under another type of action. If
you don’t know if you can petition for a PFA, call your
county court and ask to speak to the PFA office. If the
abused person is a minor, then a parent, guardian or adult
household member may file on behalf of the child.
How does the judge decide to issue the PFA order?
At a hearing, a judge will determine if the abuse alleged by the petitioner is credible and rises to the level
of abuse. PFA orders are meant to stop actual physical
abuse and threats of physical abuse. If the judge feels
the petitioner is credible, a temporary PFA order will
be issued. A second hearing will be held at which the
defendant will get to defend himself against the abuse
allegations. If the judge believes abuse has occurred, a
permanent order that will last from one to three years
will be issued.
Which county do I file in?
You may file for a PFA in a county if you live or work
there, the defendant lives, works or can be served there,
or if the abuse occurred there. Because of COVID-19,
some counties have made the process partially remote
so those seeking a PFA may start the petition process
online, appear by Zoom or phone and get information
without coming to the courthouse. For example, Lehigh
County posted a form and instructions to start the intake
process on the COVID-19 page of the court’s website.
https://www.lccpa.org/forms/family/PFA/PetitionPacket-PFA.pdf
What if we reconcile and I don’t want the PFA anymore?
Please be aware that a PFA order will likely remove the
defendant from shared housing and may cause logistical
issues with child custody, visitation and support. A PFA
Petition is a serious court action that should not be used
to punish someone who you are angry with but who is
not actually abusing or threatening you. To modify or
dismiss a PFA, the petitioner may file another petition
asking the court to change the PFA order.
For more information about Protection From Abuse, including more FAQs, you can find information for Lehigh
County here: https://www.lccpa.org/family/pfa/ and the
remote procedures on the COVID-19 page: https://www.
lccpa.org/Covid19
If you need to file in Northampton County, you should
contact the PFA program of the Northampton County
Court of Common Pleas:
https://www.nccpa.org/civil/protection-from-abuse-program
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The worst is yet to come:
Is this the right time for in-person instruction in colleges?
By Jesus Zaldivar
In two weeks, Northampton Community College will reopen its doors. For some, this is an
exciting time, for others it’s rather a worrying
time.
NCC’s plan for reopening was developed by a
committee chaired by Vice President and Chief
of Staff Dr. David Ruth and Dean of the School
of Allied Health & Sciences Dr. Judy Rex,
along with members of the college’s nursing
department and with guidance from St. Luke’s
medical staff, according to Brad Drexler, director of marketing and communications.
Among the various instructional formats that
NCC will offer in the fall, “hybrid,” a mix of
50% face-to-face and 50% online classes, is
deemed a safe option by its authorities. The
devil’s advocate could argue that even if the
entire hybrid course format consisted of 995
minutes of online classes and five minutes of
in-person instruction, this short time is enough
to spread infection in the classroom.
“Colleges are deluding themselves,” wrote
Michael J. Sorrel, Ed.D. for the University of
Pennsylvania and president of Paul Quinn College, a historically Black school in Dallas, Texas. Like NCC, the population he serves is “economically vulnerable, of good people who have
been underserved and largely ignored.” Dr. Sorrell, a Black man himself, is serious about the
pandemic not being well understood.
The essential question his team asks is, “Do
we serve the students and families who appear
at our door each fall, full of hope and faith?”
Reopening schools for in-person classes is rather a disservice. He’s against “gambling on human lives.”
Sorrel is quick to point to two factors, fear
and acquiescence, pressing for college reopening. Fear for the financial damage of an empty
campus; many colleges cannot survive upon online-only format.
However, Dr. Sorrel warns, “If a school’s
cost-benefit analysis leads to a conclusion that
includes the term ‘acceptable number of casualties,’ it is time for a new model.” In his view,
exploring options to avoid financial disaster are
not synonymous of bad leadership.
The other reason forcing higher-education
leaders into questionable decisions is “their refusal to stand up to the unrealistic expectations
of many faculty and staff members, students,
alumni and other stakeholders.” Sorrell is clear
about one thing: “If you are a college president
right now, not everyone is going to like what
you do. But if you are fair, honest and transparent, you will be respected; and its always better
to be respected than liked.”
Because this crisis was mismanaged from the
start, inexorably a price has to be paid. “Life is
going to be hard for the foreseeable future [even
harder because of the mismanagement]. For
college students, those sacrifices will include
long periods of remote learning,” Sorrell said.
Recent developments at powerful, financially
stable institutions seem to be aligned with Sorrell. Harvard, Princeton, Stanford, Columbia
are not holding in-person classes for undergraduates.
Even at the K-12 level, online-only will be
the mode, for example at the private St. Andrew
Episcopal School, attended by Barron Trump.
Dr. Sanjay Gupta, CNN’s medical expert, chose
the remote option for his three teen and preteen
girls. California mandated remote learning for
elementary, middle and high school.
Institutions in Florida are fighting to avoid operating on the hybrid format. In a letter to Governor DeSantis, the faculty union urged him to
direct college campuses to reopen this fall with
online-only courses.
Pointing to the number of fatalities from the
Department of Health, United Faculty of Florida Vice President Jaffar Ali Shahul-Hammed
said something memorable: “When you see this
data, please know these are not numbers. They
are human beings, daughters, mothers, fathers
and loved ones and in some cases, lone breadwinners of their families.”
(This insensitivity with human losses, considering them just numbers is what Tess Wilkinson-Ryan, law and psychology professor at the
University of Pennsylvania calls “’psychophysical numbing,’ this confounding juxtaposition
of the mathematical and the existential where
Americans live now.”)
At a Congressional hearing on Aug. 3, Dr.
Fauci said “we should try as best as we possibly

Image by Syaibatul Hamdi from Pixabay
can” to reopen schools for both the psychological and physical welfare of children and to
avoid the effects closures will have on families,
but without compromising the health, the safety, and the welfare of the children, of the teachers and secondarily of their parents.”
K-12 reopening is a topic for another time.
But “not compromising the health, the safety
and the welfare” applies equally to college students and will be discussed here.
For that, it’s worth reviewing some aspects related to the current knowledge about
COVID-19 and some of the socio-economical
aspects of minorities in the Lehigh Valley (the
Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton metropolitan statistical area) and the catastrophic implications
that getting infected will bring to students and
their families.

I. Medical, social and financial implications of being infected by COVID-19

Science has made progress on understanding
COVID-19 in the last nine months. Additional symptoms have been identified, hypotheses
have been formulated and companies are rushing to produce a vaccine.
A fundamental knowledge has been gained recently: airborne transmission, which means that
droplets containing the virus remain in the air.
Therefore, the infection risk in crowded, poorly
ventilated environments is much higher.
In early July, Rutgers’ microbiologist Emmanuel Goldman (The Lancet) refuted the exaggerated attention that, early in the pandemic,
“fomites” — surface transmission — received.
Those early studies reporting that the virus
could survive hours, even days in paper bags
and metal surfaces, were based on the experimental conditions far from what occurs in real-life, according to Goldman. The “fomite”
infection via doorknobs, mail, food-delivery
packages, bus pols seem quite rare, but not impossible. People should still wash their hands.
Note: This key discovery serves to illustrate
what journalist Derek Thompson (The Atlantic)
calls the “hygiene theater.” Specific practices,
not supported by the latest scientific discoveries, that are used to give people a false sense of
security, whereas the real potential of infection
is never attacked.
Take the small, poorly ventilated bars and
restaurants that get packed. Owners loudly advertise the thorough scrubbing and bleaching
taking place, giving patrons a (false) sense of
safety. According to the recent update, the real
infection agent in those crowded, poorly ventilated spaces would be airborne, not fomite.
People should beware of feeling excessively
confident.
It is also known now that specific individual
and ethnic groups are more sensitive to the infection, namely seniors and Black and Hispanic
people.

Many things, however, remain largely unknown and are relevant:
Reinfection occurrence
Even elected officials have advocated for getting infected, since once you get it — the belief
goes — you won’t get it again. This has yet to
be confirmed. First, recovery may not be that
quick. The “haulers” for example, have been
carrying symptoms for months. Second, unlike other viral infections, the antibodies that
the body produces in response to COVID-19,
would last only 90 days, meaning that re-infection is possible after that.
For a planet so anxiously hoping for a vaccine,
this is critical news. The last revelation implies
that vaccination would prevent infection for
three months, needing a new dose afterwards.
Long-term effects
There are preliminary evidences that certain
organs, such as brain, heart, lungs and kidneys
could be impacted for life, in people who have
recovered from the disease.
Yet, among all unknowns, the most alarming is
the existence of people who don’t feel sick, nor
manifest any signs of the disease, despite being
infected. Unknowingly, they continue attending
workplace meetings, family gatherings, places
of worship — even allowing themselves not to
wear mask in such gatherings. This is tragic.
Indeed, recent studies unveiled that as high as
40% of COVID-19 carriers are asymptomatic
— no symptoms —and approximately 5-10%
are presymptomatic — not yet displaying any
symptom, because the disease had just been incubated.
This should be a giant red flag: if approximately half of all cases cannot be detected, any
individual or institutional feeling of safety by
checking body temperature, is unrealistic.
A note about face masks: frequently, people do
not wear masks properly (i.e., below the nose,
under the chin or wearing masks deemed inefficient by a recent study, such as fleece, bandana
and knitted).
Older professors and staff, supporting personnel and minority-students are at higher risk.
The college population – students, faculty, administrative staff and support personnel (cooks,
janitors, security officers) – comprises people
belonging to different social and financial strata.
Labor compensation, social benefits — pension,
health insurance — and residential quality are
different. It’s not uncommon that many of the
low-income NCC workers and students, with
medium to large families, have no option but to
live in as cheap as possible, dense places.
Young adults are less mature and prone to higher risks
Typically, young adults constitute the main
student body in colleges. In 2018-2019, approximately six in ten (6,000 students) at NCC were
in the age range 18-24 (U.S. News).

Julia Marcus, an epidemiologist and professor
at Harvard Medical School and Jessica Gold,
psychiatrist and professor at Washington University published an eye-opening article (“Colleges are getting ready to blame their students”).
They offer a unique pandemic view, from the
young adults’ side. First, young adults get depressed after long months of loneliness, not seeing their friends. Second, young adults have not
enough maturity (as a faculty or administrator
would) to manage risks. At this age, they tend
to take riskier approaches, psychology recognizes. Third, specifically on COVID-19, young
adults, young bodies seem to have an increased
resistance to the virus [but not invincibility!]
which boosts their self-confidence, encouraging
higher risks.
The point that Marcus and Gold make is crucial: “College campuses that are reopening for
in-person instruction are banking on the personal responsibility of students to make it all
work.” They’re skeptical of such an approach.
Marcus, who had worked in AIDS epidemiology for many years, knows firsthand the futility
of trying to prevent infections by prohibition
(abstinence). Prohibitions will be broken.
A realistic approach should rather take into account a worst-case scenario, in which prohibitions will be broken and, upon this supposition,
develop optional plans.
Moreover, according to the authors, colleges
that blame and punish the rule-breakers are
shooting themselves in the foot. The full cooperation of offenders is essential to obtain the
list of party attendees and friends, thus tracking
accurately every and each potential spreader.
Without their help, the crisis will worsen.
The handicap of not having health insurance
The lack of health insurance is affecting millions of people at a time they need it the most,
i.e., during this pandemic. Kaiser Foundation
estimated that 27 million people have lost their
health insurance. This touches a nerve at home:
many NCC students and their families, NCC
support workers and even adjunct professors
lack health insurance.
The unfair cost of hospitals
Often, infected people who stay at home get
worse. When, as an example, the lack or air
becomes intolerable, they need to be taken to
the ER. There, they receive basic treatment and
monitoring of vital signs in real time. If no improvement is verified, they remain in the hospital. Several days may elapse and, if the condition worsens, intubation may be the alternative.
None of these steps get a free ticket. To give you
an idea, an 11-mile ambulance ride from home
to the ER will cost you $1,470 [a service that is
run by the Bethlehem Township volunteer Fire
Company].

(Continued on Page 6)
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Rumble in the Rose City

A former NCC student and graphic designer hangs tough in the Portland protests

Photo: Mathieu Lewis-Rolland, Twitter: @MathieuLRolland

By Chris Devlin
(PORTLAND, Ore.) Early in the morning of Aug. 13, a battalion
of armored police advanced on Black Lives Matter protestors
outside of the county courthouse in downtown Portland and ordered participants to vacate the area. In attempting to comply,
a group offering medical aid to fellow protestors from their decommissioned DHL van prepared to leave. Before the road was
clear of people and safe for the van to pull away, police charged.
An officer drew a knife and punctured one of the van’s back tires.
A member of the group, similarly armor-clad and wearing a face
shield and respirator, raised his hands and positioned himself between the charging officers and the front tire to block police from
further disabling the vehicle.
With the knife still drawn, the officer charged toward him. Not
resisting, the armor-clad protestor was grabbed by two other officers and pushed to the front of the van. Police slammed him onto
the hood and then threw him to the ground, tearing flesh from
his wrists and elbows. As the protestor was attempting to kneel
with his hands still in the air, another officer came from behind
and rammed a baton into his back, sending him face first to the
ground. Before police could pounce on him, members of his team
rushed forward and dragged him to his feet and away from the
police. Together the team ran to cover behind a building as police
announced that the protest had been declared a riot.
Meanwhile, although the van was still in drive, police were
trying to tear the driver from the vehicle, but she was held in by
the seatbelt. The driver stopped the van and followed orders to
exit. She was shoved several times in the process of escaping the
army of police marching forward in formation.
Since the death of George Floyd at the hands of a Minneapolis police officer on Memorial Day, this has been a typical evening near the Justice Center in downtown Portland. The armored
protestor at the center of this story is a graphic artist originally
from the Lehigh Valley. He goes by the codename “Soda.” He
has been protesting or with his group offering medical aid nearly
every night since the justice for George Floyd and Black Lives
Matter demonstrations began. To protect his identity, only his
codename will be used in this article.
After the protestors and police left the area, Soda returned to
the van to find that all four tires had been punctured. Driving on
rims, he managed to pull the van into a parking space. Police had
ordered a halt of all 24-hour towing unless it was in response to
a police call. Soda spent the night awake in his van with police
continually driving by blaring their sirens and shining spotlights
on him while threatening to tow his van. Finally, at 10 a.m.,
someone in Soda’s organization was able to find a company to
tow the van to a tire shop.
That night, the police had caused more than $1,000 in damage
to the group’s van. By 3 p.m. the next day, Soda and his team
were back on the road. By 6 p.m., they were back at the protest.

“I’m a graphic designer, how the f--- did we
end up here?”
In the early 2000s, Soda studied communications design at
Northampton Community College. He and a few fellow NCC
students formed an art collective with other aspiring artists from

different parts of the country. Ambitious and ready to make their
mark, the group of young artists agreed to set up shop together
in a new city. They decided upon the Rose City—Portland, Oregon—a place they considered to be an up and coming center for
the arts where their collective could take roots.
Now known to many as a progressive mecca in the United
States, Portland sits in the northwest corner of what was founded
as a whites-only state. Throughout the mid-1800s, Black people
discovered to be living in Oregon could by law be subjected to
lashings. In 1925, Oregon voters repealed the laws that prevented
Black people from owning property or residing in the state. Racist language remained in Oregon’s constitution until voters opted
for its removal in 2002. In that ballot measure, nearly 30% of the
total, 352,027 votes were cast in favor of retaining discriminatory terms such as “free Negroes” and “mulattoes” in the state’s
constitution.
Still predominantly white (77.1%, according to the 2019 census) and 5.8% Black, Portland is now in the national spotlight as
an epicenter in the fight against systemic racism in the U.S.
Soda and many other Portland artists of all mediums have found
themselves united in the self-expression of citizen involvement
by directing the passion that fuels artistic creativity toward supporting the Black Lives Matter movement.
As Soda learned soon after arriving in Portland, artists were not
the only subculture behind Portland’s growing opposition to the
oppressive systems that Oregon and the U.S. were founded upon.
A longtime football (soccer) fan, Soda was drawn to Providence Park, the home stadium of the Portland Timbers, a Major
League Soccer team, the Portland Thorns of the National Women’s Soccer League and the Portland Timbers 2 of the United
Soccer League. There, in Section 107, Soda became acquainted
with the Timbers Army, which he described as a group of “rowdy
individuals” who sat behind the goal to cheer on the home team
at every game. In the soccer world, these collectives of devoted
fans are known as supporters’ groups.
Behind the Timbers Army and the Rose City Riveters, the
supporters’ group of the Portland Thorns, is the 107 Independent Supporters Trust or 107IST. Named after the seating section located in the north end of Providence Park, the 107IST is a
non-profit, member-based organization with passion that extends
beyond the stadium. The 107ISTs lend their support to charitable causes and social issues, promoting what one member called
“radical inclusiveness” in their community.
Artistic expression is pronounced in many aspects of Portland’s milieu and with the Timbers Army, Soda found a home
for merging art and activism. Bringing his artistic talent to the
Timbers Army, Soda participates in the creation of large displays
called tifo, giant banners presented at soccer games to show team
spirit. The hand-painted tifo are created on 10,000 square-foot
canvasses and feature images that employ wit and assorted film
and pop culture references, including Bob Ross, Freddy Krueger
and “Mars Attacks!” Soda and the Timbers Army are known for
outdoing themselves with their tifo designs. In 2018, the Timbers
Army were awarded Tifo of the Year, for their Pennywise the
Clown-themed tifo by MLSsoccer.com's ExtraTime Radio show.
Soda also offers his eye for design to the Timbers Army’s
non-profit clothing line, “No Pity Originals.” The words “No
Pity” emblazon the hood of the group’s yellow delivery van that
Soda was slammed into so hard the thud can be heard well above

the volume of the under-siege crowd of protestors in video footage of the incident that exists on Twitter.
In the “No Pity” van, a contingent of Timbers Army members
has rolled up every night since protests commenced. At first, they
provided art supplies and tifo-making materials to protestors for
painting signs while also distributing flyers and gathering data
on behalf of Portland United Against Hate, a partnership of Portland-area non-profits. The data and flyers were for reporthatepdx.
com, the partnership’s website for anonymously reporting hate
and police violence.
But as protestors were met with increasingly hostile responses
from authorities, the Timbers Army pivoted their involvement.
Led by medics within their ranks, they began offering aid, converting their van into a rolling medical station.
“After the police became more violent and the feds got involved,
we noticed that there was a need to stock our van with medical
supplies,” Soda explained.
The Timbers Army is thousands strong, but the team representing the Army at the Black Lives Matter protests consists of
between 12 and 15 people, including certified EMTs and military
medics. Soda was assigned the task of administering saline spray
to protesters who had been attacked with CS gas, a potent tear
gas.
Soda said he has been attacked with CS gas more than 100
times. “Three times a night for 70 days,” he said. Usually, Soda
wears a full face-shield respirator, but said he’s taken his mask
off thinking he was at a safe distance but been hit by the lingering
gas “like a ton of bricks.”
“It just hits you so fast,” Soda said, explaining how the intense
burning sensation attacks all senses in an instant.
On one occasion, he experienced searing pain on his skin after
being attacked with another “gnarly” unknown chemical shot at
his group from an unmarked canister which has been sent to a
lab for testing.
In July, tensions escalated when President Trump ordered deployment of federal agents to Portland. The agents were at first
referred to as secret police in the media and on social networks
because it was unclear who sent them or to what department or
force they belonged. Later, it became known that the agents were
employees of the Department of Homeland Security and the U.S.
Marshals Service.
Crowd-control tactics used by the federal agents were quickly
labeled “unconstitutional attacks” by the ACLU. Federal agents
shot directly at protestors with munitions meant to be ricocheted
toward targets. Many protestors were shot in the face and sustained gruesome injuries. Other protestors were abducted and
dragged into unmarked “snatch vans,” as Soda called them, without probable cause and held without explanation.
In June, the ACLU filed a lawsuit against the City of Portland
and Portland law enforcement on behalf of journalists and legal observers targeted and injured by police. The ACLU sought
an end to unconstitutional tactics and monetary damages for injuries. The U.S. District Court for the District of Oregon, Portland Division issued a temporary restraining order against the
Portland police. The ACLU then motioned to include the federal
agents as defendants in the case as well. In July, the ACLU filed
a separate case naming four volunteer medics as plaintiffs against
DHS and the U.S. Marshals Service. These and other ACLU cases are still pending before the courts.
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Before the order was issued, the feds’ presence incensed protestors and demonstrations swelled in size bringing national media
coverage to the nightly clashes in the streets. Groups of mothers,
mostly middle-aged white women dressed in yellow and dubbed
the “Wall of Moms,” stood defiantly, forming a human barricade
to protect the protests’ most vulnerable participants—ethnic-minority groups. The Moms inspired the next group, the “Portland
Dads,” to come out with their leaf blowers, a tactful cliché, using
the blowers to disperse tear gas from the crowd.
Soda and his team treated many protestors’ injuries during the
weeks that federal agents made the protests exceptionally violent, including those facial injuries caused by direct hits from CS
gas canisters and pepper balls.

“With the level of training that these people
have, these are not by accident, in my opinion,”
Soda said. “They’re aiming for people’s heads.”
Soda supposed that the officers acted so viciously either out of
panic, never having been deployed in situations such as that in
Portland or simply for the purpose of fear-mongering, intending
to injure participants severely to scare protestors from coming
back.
He described an incident in which his team became the target
of the federal agents’ inhumane fury.
“They were pushing and shooting gas, so we loaded most of
our team up and as we were getting ready to extract from the
area, we saw someone who had been hit laying in the middle of
the street.”
With shields up, Soda and a partner protected the injured person
from the fusillade of pepper balls and CS gas canisters as medics
provided care. They used water filled parking cones to extinguish
the gas canisters as the firing of more canisters continued.
Carrying the injured protestor, Soda and his team began to
retreat. Still shielding themselves from the rain of pepper balls
and canisters, they loaded the wounded protestor into the van.
Soda’s partner ran behind the vehicle to make sure no one was
still hiding behind it in preparation for departure from the urban
warzone that the feds created.
"People know to go to it if they need help or hide behind it if
munitions are flying,” said Soda, explaining that the “No Pity”
van has become a reliable, visible refuge for protestors at the
nightly demonstrations.
Federal agents took formation across the street, 27 feet away,
Soda later measured. They continued to fire shots as Soda started
pulling away slowly, cautious of lingering protestors. His partner ran beside the van with a leaf blower, preventing gas from
permeating the vehicle. Once past the crowd, Soda’s partner ran
to the side door. A teammate in the van took his hand and as he
was being pulled in, the feds fired. The projectile passed between
them, through the side door and into the windshield, shattering
the glass, then the projectile ricocheted into the back of the van,
hitting the floor and then a medic, luckily without enough force
remaining to cause serious injury.
That projectile was later identified as a 40-mm baton round
“designed to be direct fired” at “violent subjects,” according to
NonLethal Technologies, an online distributor of munitions for
law enforcement and military applications.
Note that despite the name of the aforementioned ammo dealer, these types of munitions, which come in a wide variety, are
properly termed less-than lethal. However, their use has resulted
in the deaths of several people.
Soda and the Timbers Army have been attacked with an assortment of such projectiles, including bullets made of solid resin
and flashbang grenades.
“Those ones are particularly nasty,” said Soda, explaining that
the device emits, as its name suggests, a preposterously loud
bang and nine unbelievably bright flashes each lasting a few seconds. “Goodbye, eardrums,” he lamented.
On a few occasions, Soda was lucky to have earplugs in, but
when he was not wearing ear protection, he described the experience as “Instant tinnitus, like the morning after a really loud
concert.”
Other medical-aid vans have similarly been targeted and attacked by the federal officers, Soda said. He noted that he feels
he has been targeted on a personal level as well. While driving
his car home from protests, he was pulled over and ticketed for
not using a turn signal on a road in which it was only possible to
follow into the turn. This incident has not caused Soda to reconsider returning each night to stand up for what he believes, but
strengthened his resolve to do so.
By day, Soda works as the creative director for a cannabis
company, responsible for designing product labels and advertisements. Soda said his boss is supportive of the cause for which
he is protesting, but, of course, he is still expected to complete
work-related assignments while also protesting six nights a
week. Soda generally spends his seventh night per week tuned
into a two-way radio, waiting to hear if help is needed. When it
is, he heeds the call.
While utilizing his artistic talent at his day job, the outlets in
which Soda truly expresses himself are with the Timber's Army,
in both the "No Pity" clothing line and the supporters' group’s
highly regarded tifo.
This year, however, the MLS season was postponed due to the
coronavirus pandemic. In place of the regular season, a bracket
tournament was held in Florida from July to August. The tournament, dubbed the “MLS is Back tournament,” by the league
and “The COVID Cup” by Soda and his friends, was won by the
Portland Timbers.
Surely, the victory served as a welcome boost of morale for
members of the Timbers Army on the frontlines of the protest and
their fellow residents of the Rose City, but not in the same sense
of the New Orleans Saints winning the Super Bowl in the early
years of recovery from Hurricane Katrina.

An unfair and inaccurate picture of the situation in Portland
was painted by Trump, who has claimed on several occasions
that Portland has been taken over by anarchists and that the city
is burning. Soda called these claims “political theater.”
The Black Lives Matter protests have occurred almost exclusively in the same four-block radius of downtown Portland,
between Madison and Salmon streets and 4th and 2nd avenues.
For the most part, the rest of Portland’s 150-square-mile area is
unaffected.
“The only people who are in danger are the protestors—from
the feds and the Portland police bureau,” Soda insisted.
While several military veterans have made the news after
standing up to the federal agents—one Navy vet was completely
doused in tear gas—the majority of the protestors in Portland are
not soldiers trained for combat against militarized forces. Many,
like Soda, are artists, who naturally also responded to oppression
artistically.
An elk statue, standing between the plazas in front of Portland’s
U.S. District Court and Justice Center since 1900, was removed
by the city for safe keeping after protestors lit a fire beneath it.
In its place, artistic protestors erected a new elk, fashioned from
sheet metal and rebar, with brass pipes bent into place forming its
antlers. Instead of portraying the face as if the animal were alive,
the elk stares forward with empty eye sockets in its metal skull,
mouth agape showing off its teeth and snake-like tongue. Painted
across its body are the words, “For those who have left us. For
those still fighting.”
Before the protests escalated, Soda and his crew handed out
protest posters featuring the work of local Black, Indigenous and
people of color (BIPOC) artists, which were printed and distributed by Outlet, a local print shop offering their services gratis to
the protest efforts.
The spray paint that was once used for the city’s many murals
now covers the walls of the Justice Center, a situation that was
used to excuse the excessive force of the federal agents. Removal
of spray paint is possible and costs between $1 and $3 per square
foot with an additional service charge of between $50 and $200,
according to howmuchisit.org, an online consumer resource.
On the other hand, the lives unjustly taken by police which
spurred the protests in Portland and across the country can never
be recovered.
While the spray-painted evidence of protest will eventually
be washed from the courthouse, the spirit of the art, on which
Soda and many other passionate residents of the Rose City thrive
will not be so easily washed away. Like the Timbers Army when
their team is down, the spirit remains indomitable. Based upon
the continued nightly protests in Portland, it appears the army
of moms and dads, artists and veterans will be chanting “Black
Lives Matter” until the match is won.

Tifo at Providence Park. Photo provided by artist.

The Timbers Army fights fascism

The Timbers Army’s tifo often feature political
themes. A tifo conceptualized by Soda, which referenced the ‘80s horror film, “Army of Darkness,”
warned, “This machine kills fascists” across the
blade of a chain saw.
In 2019, the Timbers Army went to war with Major League Soccer over an update to the league’s
Fan Code of Conduct that prohibited political
speech in stadiums. The prohibition extended to
symbols, including the Iron Front symbol, three
parallel arrows pointing southwest, also known as
the Antifascist Circle. Formed in the 1930s in Europe by social democrats, trade unionists and liberals, the Iron Front organization led a resistance
against the totalitarian ideologies of Nazism and
Communism.
The Antifascist Circle was regularly seen in Providence Park but did not cause much of a stir until
the emergence of negative media coverage of the
Antifa movement, which also uses the Antifascist
Circle, as the name indicates.
“The Iron Front symbol is a visible representation
of the best values of the [Timbers Army] and the
Riveters. It is a declaration that we will not tolerate
hatred in this space that you have helped make so
special for our clubs, our city and us supporters,”
Timbers Army member Shane Mount-Rubenfeld
wrote in a letter to the Timber’s owner, insisting
that he take a stand against the league's ban of
the symbol.
The Timbers Army, relentless in their opposition to the ban, joined forces with the supporters’
group of their rivals, the Seattle Sounders, during
a match between the teams in August 2019. In
solidarity, the supporters’ groups observed a
33-minute silence, in reference to the ban of the
Iron Front symbol by the Nazis in 1933.
In the following weeks, MLS conceded and lifted their ban. By September, Iron Front flags, although never absent even during the ban, were
once again flown in Providence Park without the
threat of suspension.

Photo: Mathieu Lewis-Rolland
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(The worst is yet to come. Part 3 continued.)
Hospitals in this country are unique, they’re non-profit, which
confounds many people. The non-profit status gives them tax
exemption (no property tax, no state or federal income tax, and
no sales tax) with a commitment to give free assistance to the
community at some point. The extent to which they provide
that assistance is hard to track. Six in ten community hospitals
are non-profit. But do not be mistaken, they do profit (Medical
Economics). Such extraordinary profit translates into new constructions (highly visible in the Lehigh Valley), shiny equipment,
generous executive compensations, political contributions and
lobbying (some $400 million in the last 10 years). Any attempt to
regulate the industry has failed precipitously.
Early in the pandemic, last April, CNBC reported that the price
of COVID-19 hospitalizations averaged $30,000. A second report was more specific: “Those who are hospitalized with coronavirus can expect to pay anywhere from $42,486 to $74,310 if
they are uninsured or if they receive care that’s deemed out-ofnetwork by their insurance company, according to recent analysis
by independent nonprofit FAIR Health. For those with insurance
who are using in-network providers, out-of-pocket costs will be
a portion of $21,936 to $38,755, depending on the cost-sharing
provisions of their health plan.”
One thing that healthcare institutions provided for free during
the pandemic, getting the media attention, was providing free
tests (likely the cheapest service on the hospital’s list price).
Given the secrecy that surrounds healthcare prices in the U.S.
(healthcare is the only American industry in which the consumer
knows the price afterwards), two examples are given here.
In the pre-COVID-19 era, St. Luke’s Hospital’s practice with
low-income patients was charging the bill to Northampton County through an organization called PATHS, provided that the patient had qualified for assistance. In one major surgery, negotiations between the county and the hospital reduced the bill by 81%
and the county paid the remaining one-fifth of the bill ($90,000).
A similar discount percentage (20%) was obtained for another
surgery, hemocolectomy. Negotiations between the hospital and
the patient’s insurance company, BlueCross BlueShield, resulted
with a nearly $20,000 bill, 20% of the total, paid by the insurance
company (the patient copay was around 2.5% of the final bill).
The scary question is: what if the patient doesn’t have the county or a health insurance company to negotiate the final hospital
bill delivered to the patient, respectively $470,000 and $103,000?
This is the nightmare that seniors living on social security face:
their homes may be the only earthly possession to pay the hospital bill.
Back to COVID-19, assuming that the patient gets better at the
hospital, they’re sent back home; with good luck they will recover within weeks and return to work, if that option is available.
However, the hospital bill is there and worse, if the patient is
uninsured, thousands of dollars remain to be paid.
The high cost of death
If things turn for the worse and the patient dies, however, there
is another set of bills that relatives are responsible for. A price
survey by Funeral Arrangements Guide found that $7,775 is the
average funeral cost for an adult in Bethlehem.
“This is based on the most commonly selected items for a
traditional funeral including a casket and vault. However, it does
not include cemetery costs in Bethlehem. A grave space, a grave
marker and opening/closing the grave can easily cost another
$1,500 to $2,500. Therefore, a typical traditional funeral and
burial cost is likely at least $9,000.”
Either way, if the COVID-19 patient recovers or dies, low-income families, as is the case of approximately 3,600 NCC students, will be liable got hospital / funeral bills for years to come.
It will never be justifiable mandating the students to take risky
hybrid classes. The humanitarian side should prevail.

II. Minority communities in the Lehigh Valley

Out of 672,000 people in the Leigh Valley, approximately
144,000 are Hispanic, which is the largest minority group. In this
discussion they’re taken as representatives of other minorities.
Even though the Hispanic presence in the Lehigh valley is a
century old, this group still carries the stigma of low wages and
poor living conditions. Indeed, back in 1923, omnipotent Bethlehem Steel decided to hire people south of the border. Then,
948 people “came in the train,” as they would later remember.
Earning salaries that even for 1923 were unfair, living in “labor
camp” wooden barracks in Hellertown they were looked upon
with suspicion.
Never were they afraid of exhausting work though. Mexicans
were given the hottest work, believing “they can take it.” “In
1930, when a professor from a California university asked a
Bethlehem Steel executive about the work habits of the Mexicans, he was told that they were brighter than the Slovaks and
the Windish. If some people think the Mexicans are dumb, they
should see some of our Irish,” the Steel’s man added condescendingly,” wrote Frank Whelan in The Morning Call.
In 2017, Hurricane Maria devastated Puerto Rico and many
people left the island. Two hundred families sought new life in the
Lehigh Valley. It’s worth noting that Puerto Ricans are citizens of
the United States, as determined in 1917 by the Jones-Shafroth
Act. Born with the same rights as any other Americans, they’re
prevented of getting good jobs due to the lack of technical skills
and English-language command. Hispanic people born in various other Latin American countries have also called the Lehigh
Valley home.

Analysis
An article in Lehigh Valley University’s Brown and White in
2018 (“Language barriers, industry changes contribute to Lehigh
Valley unemployment”), pointed to the need for Hispanics to
learn English and continue their education. NCC is playing an
important role in providing skills to Hispanic people and other
minorities.
One hundred years after Mexicans’ arrival, substantial changes
haven’t taken place in the Lehigh Valley. On Aug. 12, The Morning
Call reported “Lehigh Valley minorities, particularly Hispanics,
plagued by inequality, study finds.”
“Minorities, particularly those living in the region’s urban cores,
have lower education levels and lower paying jobs, less access
to transportation and are less likely to own their own homes than
their counterparts. Hispanic residents trailed other groups in almost all categories measured by the report by the Lehigh Valley
Planning Commission. “It is absolutely systemic racism,” said
Becky Bradley, executive director of the commission.
Sixty-four percent of Hispanics don’t own a home. Affordable
housing is increasingly harder to find for low-income families.
The growing cost of living, stagnant wages (it’s hard to get by
with $7.25 / hr., Pennsylvania’s minimum wage, among the lowest in the country.)
A large percentage of the Hispanic community struggles to survive with the minimum wage, as is the case of janitors, cleaning
people, busboys, dishwashers.
In recent years, the Lehigh Valley has become home to the
warehouses of prominent corporations. More than a third (5,845)
of the 16,700 people working in local warehouses are Hispanic.
For Hispanic people with no training or college degree, a job that
pays $13-$15 / hr. is a great opportunity to improve conditions
for their family. Usually, those who are already employed will
bring in relatives.
COVID-19 disrupted this. Hispanics had to decide between
risking getting sick (continue working) or quitting, in which case
they could not get unemployment.
Another round of difficulties. Again.

III. Is it possible to avoid hybrid instruction at NCC?

“In the moment we’re in right now, I think it’s incredibly important to say out loud and mean it, Black lives matter,” President
Erickson told The Commuter on July 5. “NCC has always prided
itself on being a caring community and we hear loud and clear
the challenges our students are going through right now because of
the COVID crisis,” he told lehighvalley.com a month later.
Such a formidable statement resounds in this tragic time. Inequity in healthcare is one of the major hurdles minority communities struggle to overcome. Responsible students believe that this
is a time when any attempt to hold classes in other format than
online/ remote only is not morally justifiable. The place of learning should not be the place where the vulnerable, the minority,
could contract a deadly virus.
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Out of 20 students at NCC, 11 are white and eight are constituted by Black and Hispanics and one belongs to another minority
group. Despite the significant minority presence among students,
it is underrepresented on all levels at NCC.
In 20 staff and faculty, 15 are white, one is Black, one Hispanic,
and 3 would correspond to undisclosed, multiracial and Asians.
Out of 19 people in the President’s cabinet, 17 are white and two
are black. The only Hispanic cabinet member, Chief Diversity
Officer Scott Blair, who is from Venezuela, resigned last week.
Blair accepted a new position at DeSales.
NCC’s reopening plan was approved by its 15-member board
of trustees, which is also devoid of minority representation.
Likely, having more minorities represented proportionally in
such plan-decision-making bodies could’ve helped to advocate
against taking risks such as hybrid-class format, because of the
health, financial and educational hardships and devastation that
an infection will bring to minority students and families.
NCC has done an outstanding communal job in attracting minorities. Erickson’s strategic initiative, “Trek to the Top,” focused on student outreach, a completion agenda, diversity and
global engagement, community engagement and leadership in
technology, has succeeded in reaching important goals.
A decisive factor, no doubt, has been to charge the lowest tuition rate locally, even lower than Lehigh Carbon Community
College. Low tuition is fundamental for a low-income community, desperately needing training and skills to enter the local
marketplace.
Hopefully, the $526,683coronavirus relief package NCC has
received and a fraction of the current $62 million endowment,
the third largest locally (2019 Annual Report) will be wisely
allocated, to survive without hybrid classes for the time being,
among other financial strategies being explored.
NCC’s online strategy aiming at additional registrations is noticeable. Frequent NCC ads pop-up on the internet (“Education
that’s actually affordable. Apply for Free. Northampton Community College”).
Additionally, NCC is capitalizing on its low tuition and fees.
Since expensive neighboring institutions — Lehigh University,
Lafayette College — will operate online, their students and parents are delighted with the chance of savings by taking courses
similar to the four-year colleges at NCC for a fraction of the cost
(an agreement of the Lehigh Valley Association of Independent
Colleges allows this option). Fall tuition at Lehigh University
is $27,395 (online classes get 10% discount), while NCC’s fall
tuition $2,355.
All of these developments are a step forward for NCC reaching
the financial strength needed to run online-only classes in the
fall, instead of a hybrid format.

NCC's voices on reopening
The NCC community is uncomfortable with the idea of hybrid instruction. Hybrid classes still have
an in-person component. It’s still a risk. Getting infected in the classroom, put their families at risk.
Let’s hear a few voices.
Classmate M, employed at the Leigh Valley Health Network: “I only worked on COVID units for
9 weeks and I’m personally concerned about this fall semester and signing up for in person classes.
While I was working on these units I didn’t even go to the grocery store or gas station. Now that
I have to sign up for classes, what happens if I get pulled back to the COVID floors to work? If I
work with these patients even if only for one shift, I shouldn’t go to an in-person class for two weeks
to protect my classmates. Sadly the pre req classes I have to take before applying to the nursing
program all are lecture/lab classes. So do I skip a semester until things calm down? I know I’m not
the only student struggling with this right now.
Adjunct “A” (Bethlehem Campus): “I am an adjunct instructor who is slated to teach all my courses
online in the fall. Dr. Erikson holds weekly, college-wide staff, faculty, and administration meetings
where the message and evidence presented has consistently been, since early March, that student,
faculty, and staff health is the top priority in this crisis. During the meetings, we have learned of rigorous plans for safety accommodations for those who few who have returned to work on campuses
and that there is a tremendous effort going into the safe return of any students to campus this fall.
It is evident that administration and faculty are having these conversations, but again, I cannot
make a specific comment on these. I would expect to be able to, given my role at NCC.”
Adjunct “B” (Monroe Campus) is taking all preventive measures and has reached an important
come to a decision. “Adjunct B”. He has no health insurance and no money to pay tens of thousands
of dollars in hospital bills. If “Adjunct B” gets COVID-19, will remain at home until the end.
Adjunct “C” (Bethlehem Campus): “I've elected to teach only online in the fall, and am avoiding
every interaction possible, but not everyone seems to share this position of safety or has the option
to make this same choice. Our adjunct professors are disproportionately at risk and most of them
do not have adequate healthcare offerings through their position here. We are being more careful
than most schools, but NCC has decided to run about 20% of normal classes on ground this fall
and decision makers seem to feel confident about their safety measures. I have my doubts that the
plan will be able to be effectively executed and there are plenty of doubters among administration
as well, but it certainly seems like we are resolved to try it anyways. I have grave concern for what
these types of gatherings of young people might do to a community. My expectation is that there
will not be on-ground classes by Labor Day.”
The forecast in last sentence is worrisome.
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Discovering opportunities through
NCC's social networking platforms
By Jesus Zaldivar

What is students’ number one wish after graduating from Northampton Community College?
Likely, it’s to earn a living working in a career
of their choice. Aiming at that they will either
pursue further studies towards a bachelor’s degree or immediately start looking for a job. Alternatively, if they’re midway on their studies
and want to get real-life experience, they will
get an internship, preferably paid.
“It is not easy to get a job,” has been the general assessment for the past few years.
There is good news. Two networking platforms at NCC are here to help getting jobs and
internships.
Why is networking important?
According to experts, four out of five jobs
are not advertised. Therefore, the four jobs in
this example end up divulgated through word
of mouth, i.e., networking.
Each and every candidate thinks of a “dream
job,” with good pay, doing what they love,
working with supportive colleagues and managed by a fair boss. Perhaps it hasn’t occurred
to some potential hirees that this fair boss also
has in mind hiring a “dream employee:” flexible, reliable, a team player who supports coworkers and is willing to walk the extra mile.
Of course, the hiring manager — who also has
a boss above him — wants to minimize the
chances of hiring the wrong employee. That’s
why they prefer candidates referred through
word of mouth or a networking platform rather
than unknown candidates who come through
the traditional channels, like newspaper ads.
As to the networking platforms at NCC, there
is one called “Handshake.” “It’s similar to
Facebook in that you can create a profile that
employers would be able to look at, but there
is no connection between handshake and Facebook,” said Jason Heller, Experiential Education Administrator, who implemented the platform at NCC.

Handshake is the largest college-to-career community in the U.S. It partners with NCC and, provided you’ve requested it, it can access your basic
information.
It takes a few minutes to create a profile and at
the end you’ll able to learn about jobs and internships not only in Pennsylvania but in the entire
U.S., in various fields. As of this week there were
some 730 openings. You can also access Career
Development staff to help with career counseling,
resume writing and more.
“Unfortunately,” says Heller, “we have not had
many students take advantage of these offerings
yet, but we hope that as students discover Handshake they will reach out for those services."
As of early August, there were some 130 NCC
students in the Handshake community.
Another benefit is that specific types of employers can find you, since the site’s traffic is a mix
of students, alumni and employers. That’s why
it’s important to spend a few minutes building a
profile as detailed as possible. To setup a profile:

https://www.joinhandshake.com/

The first screen will ask for your NCC email,
then you’ll be prompted to sign in to your NCC
account with user ID and passwords. As part of
the setup for the “Single Sign on” you will need
to provide your NCC email address again. A passcode will be sent to your inbox that you can copy
and paste in the setup screen.
“Welcome to Handshake (your name)” appears.
At this point, you’ll be able to create a profile
as specific as possible: type of job or internship,
state location, industry, type of employer (startup or established), size, type of culture, specific
job category, as well as your student information
(GPA, type of courses taken, clubs and organizations).
At the end you will be able to check specific internships and jobs, learn from other students and
alumni and explore roles and salaries.

The second networking platform is the
Northampton Way Community, exclusive for
the NCC community. Like Handshake, it allows finding internships, jobs, career counseling and resume feedback.
Northampton Way also offers a social finality
to reconnect with former classmates, instructors
and friends, create a social network with others
when moving to a new area, get involved with
NCC through alumni events and programs and
connect with others who have a present or past
connection to NCC.
Currently, the community has approximately
200 members — alumni, staff, students, faculty.
There are approximately 220 job openings for
teachers, chefs, engineers, nurses, paid internships, sales, electricians and even for people
with advanced degrees (Ph.D.) and more.
You can join this network in less than 10 minutes. It is easy as 1-2-3. First, fill in a basic profile, second, fill in an advanced profile and third,
define the type of help you expect to get or give.
Note: Have a picture on file available. To setup
a profile:

https://thenorthamptonway.com/

You’ll see a screen with a moving display:
“Welcome to the Northampton Way,” “Advance your career with professional networking,”“Find connections through Northampton
Community College’s global community –
Northampton Way.”
First, sign in with a Facebook, LinkedIn,
Google account or register with your NCC
email address

NCC graduate and winner of prestigious scholarship
offers advice for students
Introduction by Myra Saturen. Interview by Chris Devlin.

ultimately up to everyone to ensure that the virus doesn't spread on campus. I hate
to be a naysayer but I have little confidence in our collective abilities based on
what I've seen thus far. I feel incredibly fortunate to have the ability to sit this year
out. I certainly hope this is a great year and that I am just being overly cautious.
Time will tell I guess.
Commuter: I read that you were working on a farm before attending NCC. What
types of tasks did you perform in that job? And are there any significant observations to report, as someone who has experienced the lifestyles of working manual
labor and academia?

Jamie Ratchford is a woman of passion, whether it be about preserving
the environment, learning about the world, writing or photography.
These qualities, manifested in her outstanding academic record as a
journalism and professional writing major at NCC. Her persistence
and leadership and service to others have earned her the prestigious
and highly competitive Jack Kent Cooke Community College Transfer Scholarship. Nearly 1,500 students from 311 community colleges
applied for the grant, which provides $40,000 a year and comprehensive educational advising. -Myra Saturen (NCC staff writer)
Chris Devlin, Commuter editor, interviewed former
Commuter staff member Jamie Ratchford to learn more
about her secrets to success.
Commuter: Do you have any advice for students that they might not typically hear?
Everyone tells us to stay on top of assignments, keep well-organized notes, but your
scholarship achievement was extra special. What extra things were you doing that
really helped?
Ratchford: The biggest hurdle that I needed to jump was learning to ask for help. It
always made me feel uncomfortable to raise my hand and ask a question or to seek
help, but it was so necessary. The professors were always so encouraging; they honestly want their students to do well. Plus, there are so many resources like tutors at the
learning center and librarians with a wealth of knowledge. The library is a great place
to go in the morning for a quiet spot to do your work. I'm sure everyone has heard this
one before but, sit in the front row, it seriously helps!
Commuter: What are some challenges and benefits you see in pursuing a degree
during the pandemic? What are some moves you've made to stay on the right path?
Have you decided on a transfer school yet? If so, is there word on going back to
campus?
Ratchford: To say the least, I think it will be a challenging year for everyone. Students, professors, staff. It's going to be hard. Students will have to be really self motivated especially, if the work is online. I chose to transfer to Rochester Institute of
Technology for their photojournalism program, but I have personally decided to defer
for a year. It was a hard decision to make but I want the best possible education that
I can receive and I think that this year will face a lot of disruption and closures like
we saw in the spring. I want to experience the labs and the studio and to get involved
with events on campus. The extracurricular activities like clubs, field trips and conferences were certainly highlights of my time at NCC, so I would hate to have to miss
out on those opportunities if everything gets cancelled. RIT plans to be half online,
half in-person. From what I've read they are certainly doing a lot to make it a safe
environment but in my opinion there is only so much that the institution can do, it's

Ratchford: I am actually working on the farm again this year. It's an organic vegtable farm so I plant, harvest and weed endlessly. I guess I enjoy a good challenge
because it is not easy. I'm exhausted all of the time and it's backbreaking work but
the reward of seeing the fruits of your labor makes it somehow worthwhile. I also
like knowing that I can grow some of my own food and that I am not 100% dependent on the monocultures that are destroying ecosystems all over the world. I love
that I get to spend a lot of time outside and see the sunrise. It's the little things. I
think the biggest challenge of going back to school was the fact that I had to sit
inside most of the day but I realized that I physically couldn't keep up with the
demands of farming for long so I needed to work on my education. I chose journalism because I wanted to marry two passions, writing and photography, with
the hope of sharing valuable stories that benefit society. I believe we can learn so
much from one another and stories are what connect us and help us realize we are
not alone in our struggles.
Commuter: I also read that you hiked the entire Appalachian Trail. That is incredible! Did that experience lend itself in any way to your academic pursuits?
Ratchford: The Appalachian Trail, some of the best days of my life. What can I
say? It was hard, it was beautiful. There's really something to be said about getting
through challenging days. Learn to rest when you want to quit. Learn to pace
yourself and enjoy the journey.
Commuter: You were selected from 1,500 students to receive the Jack Kent Cooke
scholarship. How did it feel to receive that recognition? What reflections do you
have on your experience at NCC leading up to that achievement?
Ratchford: It's surreal. The Jack Kent Cooke Foundation is an awesome community. The advisers have helped navigate the process of transferring. The fellow
scholars have been inspiring to talk to as well. It's amazing to be included with
this group of intelligent and talented individuals. I still keep thinking there must
have been some mistake. It's just unreal. I really owe it to the incredible support
and encouragement of my professors, namely Dr. Nathan Carpenter. He introduced me to the scholarship and truly believed that I stood a chance. He and
professor Kelly Allen were so instrumental in my education. I am so thankful to
have had the opportunity to learn from them. I can't wait to see where the next part
of my educational journey leads me.
Commuter: You mentioned that without the scholarship, you would not have been
able to continue your education. Would you have pursued your degree with student loans if you had to? What are your thoughts about the cost of higher education? If changes should be made to our current education system, which would
you like to see?
Ratchford: So school is expensive. That doesn't even need to be said. Farm workers make very little income and the work is seasonal. That doesn't exactly equal
financial success. The national student loan debt is over $1.6 trillion. I'm no mathematician but that is some serious debt. I have friends and family members that
have been struggling with their student loans for over a decade with no end in
sight working at jobs they hate because they have to. Without this scholarship I
would not have had the means to continue my education. I grew up in poverty and
I don't ever want to struggle that way again. I will not take on debt that I cannot
repay. I will not spend money that I haven't yet earned. If I accrue debt then there's
no chance of having the freedom to walk away on a long-distance hike or easily
change a job I am unhappy in. There's no freedom in debt. Life is too short to be
stuck working at a job you hate because you are locked into debt. I have no great
wisdom about the changes that could be made to higher education, I can only
choose the roads I walk on my own journey. There were scholarships available
and I sought them. I encourage others to do the same.

Photo by AllGo on Unsplash

Provide basic information (name, email, major)
and choose an eight-digit password. Your attempt to register on the Northampton Way will
be verified.
If an email address was used for the setup,
you’ll receive an email containing a link to the
registration process.
Second, fill in the advanced profile: professional information if already employed: company, industry, job title and function and describe
“your NCC experience.”
Third, respond to either “are you willing to
help?” (mentor a student, mentor a young professional, career advice, resume review, internship, job shadowing) or what help do you need?
(introduction to connections, open doors at
workplaces, answer industry specific questions,
meet for coffee, serve on a career panel).
After you finish the setup, an email will inform you that “your account has been approved.
Note: you can upgrade your profile at any time.
The setup for the NCC Way community is faster
than Handshake and, of course, the information
available to employers and alumni is minimal.
A means of including more information would
be linking your NCC Way profile to your LinkedIn account.
Now that you’re on Handshake and NCC
Way, you’re a bit closer to your “dream job”
and hopefully a trustworthy hiring manager is
closer to a “dream employee” (you).
Good luck!

Sports
postponed
at NCC
By Dante Quarato
The fall semester has arrived but there are still many questions remaining about how sports and other athletic activities
at NCC will proceed.
2020 will be a memorable year for all the wrong reasons.
To the delight of sports fans everywhere, the four major U.S.
sports have returned in some fashion, those being the NBA,
NHL, MLB, and soon to be the NFL, which is scheduled to
begin Sept. 10.
While spectator sports provide a welcome escape from the
pandemonium of events plaguing the United States, decision
makers in all levels of play must proceed with caution for the
safety of the athletes.
In respect of that, sports at NCC will be entirely different
this year. Seasonal games for all fall sports have been postponed. Football, soccer, volleyball and women's tennis seasons have been moved to spring. Winter sports, basketball,
wrestling and swimming, will begin in January, according to
The Official Athletic Website of Northampton.
Student athletes will, however, continue to participate in
their respective programs. Teams and coaches are planning
to hold practices throughout the fall semester, but in a monitored environment.
“Student athletes on the Bethlehem campus will follow
strict COVID-19 protocols for practice, which will in include
daily screenings, temperature checks, splitting teams into
smaller pods for practice and limiting certain days to specific
teams for practice to avoid large numbers of student athletes
on campus at once,” explained an NCC athletic department
adviser on The Official Athletic Website of Northampton
Other colleges in the area are instituting similar plans.
Moravian College has postponed fall sports, but will hold
scrimmages against other schools with the athletes who are
interested in continuing to compete. Lehigh University, on
the other hand, has postponed their fall season all together
and are still deciding on whether they feel it is safe to hold
practices.
As the horizon may not be as bright as past seasons, with
these protocols in place NCC’s athletic department will be
able to ensure the safety of students, coaches and staff members.
This year, the Spartans are up against an unfamiliar opponent. Fans should continue to cheer on and support NCC’s
sports teams, to beat COVID-19 and return to regular game
play soon!
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The Archers’ Bullseye:
The Timelessness of "The Red Shoes"

Moira Shearer as the prodigy ballet dancer in the film.

By Jared Larson
Michael Powell and Emeric Pressburger—
known professionally as “The Archers”—started their filmmaking collaboration in 1939.
During World War II, the British duo made
several war-centered films, most notably “49th
Parallel” (‘41) and “The Life and Death of Colonel Blimp” (‘43).
They made “A Matter of Life and Death”
(‘46) directly after the global conflict, using color (and lack of) in the picture as a reminder of
the beauty and importance of life—filming the
heaven sequences in B&W and the sequences
on Earth in Technicolor.
In 1948, in full Technicolor, The Archers
made “The Red Shoes” which, on the surface,
is anything but a war film. As Powell stated in
his memoir, “We had all been told for 10 years
to go out and die for freedom and democracy…
and now the war was over, ‘The Red Shoes’ told
us to go out and die for art.”
“The Red Shoes” is quite simple in its plot.
Based on the 1845 fairytale of the same name
by Hans Christian Andersen, the film is about
Vicky Page (Moira Shearer), a young ballerina,
who must decide between her career and love.
All the while under the pressure of her uncompromising impresario, Boris Lermontov (Anton
Walbrook) and her love, a young composer, Julian Craster (Marius Goring).
The story of the film is one of the many allures
that has kept filmmakers discussing it for over
70 years; the other attractions being the performances, the glorious three-strip Technicolor
cinematography and the eternal theme of choice
and consequence in ones’ life.
An exchange early in the film sets up the dilemma:
“Why do you want to dance?” Lermontov asks.
“Why do you want to live?” Page responds.
“. . . I don't know exactly, but I must.”
“That's my answer too.”
An easy answer from Page when the only
thing in her life is dancing. Their exchange impresses Lermontov, who gives the young, unknown ballerina a chance in the background of
his productions.
Later, when the leading ballerina announces
she is engaged and drops from the company,
Lermontov gives the lead role in his upcoming
ballet, the titular “The Red Shoes,” to page.
“The dancer who relies upon the doubtful
comforts of human love will never be a great
dancer,” Lermontov asserts.
In a parallel plotline, Craster has a similar
experience to Page’s as a young composer who
has proven himself to Lermontov through his
own “background” work. Lermontov gives
“The Red Shoes” to Craster to be scored. When
Craster’s score and Page’s dancing don’t gel,
Lermontov forces them to rehearse every day
until they are congruent.

The ballet, a 17-minute sequence midway
through the film, acts as a summary of the original fairytale. A description of the spectacle
would serve as a description of the Northern
Lights . . . one needs to see it.
After the ballet premieres, it catapults the
company to international stardom, raising Lermontov to even higher status than before. Lermontov makes his position explicit—He wants
to be the producer of the most prolific and highest regarded dancers and productions.
“What do you want from life? To live? To
love?” Lermontov asks Page.
“To dance!” Page replies.
Page is what Craster and Lermontov desire
most in the film. The relationship between
Craster and Page is played as almost a lasting
young love encounter, while a first-time viewer may view Lermontov’s jealousy and cold,
controlling demeanor as his way of showing
attraction.
It becomes clearer as the film progresses that
the men want very different things: Craster,
Page’s love and Lermontov, her talent. Lermontov wants someone who sacrifices their
life for dance as extreme as he has. At Page’s
response, Lermontov is convinced he has found
his soulmate.
A compilation of international stardom ensues.
Unbeknownst to Lermontov, his tour brings the
ballerina and composer closer. When he discovers their relationship, he fires Craster in hopes
to save his lead. Page must then decide what is
more important to her.
* * * * * * * * *
The film was photographed by Jack Cardiff,
a frequent collaborator of The Archers, who became vital to the recognizable style of the duo.
Cardiff, a standout in his own right, was the first
and only person to be selected for the Technicolor training program in Britain. In 1937, Cardiff
became the first to shoot Technicolor in Britain.
Cardiff filmed on a three-strip Technicolor
camera which, due to its enormity, was referred
to as “The Enchanted Cottage.” It weighed 80
pounds and filmed three different film stocks
(RGB) simultaneously, which were calibrated
later to produce the color image. The size was
accompanied by a noisy motor, making it necessary to store the camera inside a large case.
The three-strip process notoriously required
an abundance of light. The blistering lights were
often described as “oxygen-burning.” Cardiff
found a new solution to the lighting demands in
industry professional Peter Mole, who lent Cardiff prototypes of his new 300-amp lights called
“brutes.” Now an industry standard, “The Red
Shoes” was the first picture to use “brutes.”
After the film was completed, executives at
The Rank Organization (film distributors) were
horrified at the result. They released the film
with hardly any publicity and no premiere—just
tossing it into UK cinemas. This baffled critics,
but not as much as the film itself, which was
met with harsh reviews.

The film was saved by William Heinman,
vice-president of distribution for Eagle-Lion (a
U.S. subsidiary of The Rank Organization). He
premiered the film at the Bijou Theater in New
York City, starting the film’s explosion in America. “The Red Shoes” became one of the highest
grossing British films and had a two-year run in
packed theaters.
Not only was the film greeted with commercial success in America, but critical approval
as well—garnering prestigious award nominations, most notably winning Best Score and Best
Production Design at the Academy Awards. The
film would have won Best Cinematography as
well, if not for Cardiff being a Briton and winning the Oscar the previous year for his work on
the Archers’ “Black Narcissus” (1947).
“Just about everybody told me the same thing.
I was absolutely certain to get the Oscar [for
Best Cinematography] for ‘The Red Shoes’.
There was no possibility it could fail. No doubt
at all they said,” Cardiff recalled in his autobiography “Magic Hour.”
“But there was. There had been a meeting of
the American Society of Cameramen. It was
agreed that ‘The Red Shoes’ was a certainty for
the award. [But] If a foreign cameraman won an
Oscar two years running, it would put American
cameramen in an inferior light. Bad for American prestige, they said. So, the only way to prevent me getting the award was not to nominate
me,” Cardiff wrote.
Despite the initial reviews from London and
the snub for Best Cinematography, “The Red
Shoes” is commonly acclaimed. The British
Film Institute named it “the ninth greatest British film of all time” in 1999. The harshest consistent critic, interestingly enough, was Moira
Shearer.
Shearer, a passionate dancer, did not want to
interrupt her career to act in the pictures, especially one she felt was made by people who “did
not understand ballet.”
Unable to persuade Shearer, the Archers
searched for a year to find their Vicky Page
before ultimately agreeing that Shearer epitomized the character.
After Powell’s continued pestering, Shearer’s
real-life impresario begged her to do the picture.
Shearer agreed after hearing her acquaintances
had been cast as supporting dancers and as long
as she could return to the Covent Garden after
filming.
Reluctant to do the picture, feelings of naivety
as an actor, lack of guidance, dancing under the
hot lights and the clashing with Powell made
for an experience she labeled “a mistake”w in
1949; although, she would return to work with
Powell, appearing in his films “Tales of Hoffman” (1951) and “Peeping Tom” (1960). Ironically, the Archers films are what she is most
well-known for.
Someone who was enthusiastic about the film
was Anton Walbrook, who worked with the Archers on “49th Parallel” and “The Life and

Death of Colonel Blimp.” His dry-wit, passion
for his craft, years as a charming leading man
and an introverted personality—he perfectly
embodied Lermontov.
Walbrook was a famous actor on the stage
and film in Austria and Weimar Germany. He
was born Adolf Wohlbrück and, being half-Jewish, fled Germany with Hitler’s regime rising to
power. Moving to England, he quickly de-Germanized his name to Anton Walbrook.
“Adolf is not a very popular name now.” He
said with a smirk.
Walbrook lived a tragic life for years; an isolated gay man, uprooted from his home, persecuted by his country, forced to change his name
and unable to become an English citizen due
to wartime policy. He obsessed over his craft;
acting being part of his identity no one could
take away.
From a young star to his death, he avoided
publicity even more notoriously than Greta
Garbo—hardly ever giving interviews. Nearly a decade before the film was in production,
Walbrook was already speaking like his future
character Lermontov.
“There's nothing, nothing but acting or die,”
Walbrook said about his ambitions.
“I would rather make a sandwich at home than
dine out at a restaurant.” He said when asked
about social life.
“He was grand in the old star manner. He wore
dark glasses, had a special caravan where he ate
lunch alone and never mixed with the rest of the
cast,” Shearer testified to his behavior on set.
Walbrook’s performance as the suave, mysterious Lermontov is the centerpiece that ties everything together and adds nuance to the film.
He commands the scene no matter how small
his part or physical size in the frame. His unavoidable screen presence is potentially only
rivaled by the Japanese actor Toshiro Mifune.
“The Red Shoes” inspired countless filmmakers, most notably Martin Scorsese. The Archers
talent for writing and directing pictures, Cardiff’s unique cinematography, Shearer's impeccable dancing and the incredibly choreographed
ballet sequences, the whimsical score and Walbrook’s performance are some of the film’s
timeless qualities.
But, the most enduring part of “The Red
Shoes” has to be the universal theme of life and
art, choice and consequence, best explained by
Scorsese himself:
“That’s the way it is with art. It’s not that you
want to do it, it’s that you have to do it. You
have no choice. You have to live it and it comes
with a price. But, what a time in paying it.”
In today’s world, with our own global conflict,
the film serves as a reminder to be patient and
look forward to the day when art can be of top
concern and we can view the world in Technicolor once again.

The Archers—Michael Powell (right) and Emeric Pressburger (left).
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"Black Panther" star,
Chadwick Boseman, dies at 43

COVID-19:

Interrupting your
regularly scheduled
programming
Photo by Isi Parente on Unsplash

By Jacob VanNorman
The COVID-19 outbreak has left the television industry across the country in flux since early spring. Mandatory shutdowns, positive testing and fluctuating state
regulations have slowed down or halted productions
across all major U.S. networks.
Ampere Analysis, a London-based research firm, predicted in May that 60% of scripted releases are at risk of
delay, along with an additional 5-10% of fall shows that
won't premiere. A senior analyst at Ampere, Fred Black,
expanded on that prediction:
“Initially we expect delays to cause gaps in scripted
TV release schedules, which broadcasters and streaming players will have to fill with other content. However,
as delayed productions begin to fill out content gaps in
later months, these gaps will begin to close. But this has
further ramifications. The knock-on effect of delayed
releases is a likely depression of the number of new
commissions for some time after the shutdown ends, as
commissioners look to fill schedules with delayed projects they have already invested in before signing off new
ones.”
Unscripted content, according to Ampere, is in better
shape though. Networks have been able to fill up their
empty time slots by ordering unscripted events such as
live concerts, celebrity footage shot from their homes
and other COVID-related content.
Television programs like The Tonight Show, along
with other talk shows and live programming have had an
easier time adapting to the current environment. Most of
these shows have been able to adapt their productions so
that the hosts can broadcast from their homes and interact with guests either through conference calls or safely
in person.
“A lot of networks are trying to think of creative ways
to create content but still stay safe,” explained Vanessa
Piraino, a senior account manager at NEP Group.

Piraino, whose job entails managing some of the top accounts at her company, offered perspective on how the live
sports industry has been handling the outbreak. She is currently coordinating the production of the U.S. Tennis Open,
which will be held from Aug. 31 – Sept. 13.
They’re “going to be doing virtual press conferences, and
interviews with all of the tennis players and all of the international and domestic rights holders that are going to be
broadcasting,” Piraino explained.
As for the upcoming NFL season, “the NFL is gearing
up and ready for Week 1, as far as I know today. I have a
schedule, I know when our trucks are to report and I know
when our staff is to report for testing, so as far as I know
there’s going to be a lot of football,” Piraino added.
The problems that the television industry has been facing are similar to what Northampton Community College's
production department has been trying to overcome. The
department has been working all summer, seeking to create
a curriculum that is engaging and informative, but ultimately safe for all of the students in the program.
Mario Acerra, a professor of communications at NCC and
the head of the media production department, said that his
department has been preparing for the fall semester since
May. Acerra believes they have “an excellent semester
planned."
“There is a value in my students learning how to do remote production, because I think no matter what happens
with the pandemic, things are going to change a little bit
and there’s going to be a big demand for graduates who
have the skills to be able to do remote production and how
to do production safely,” Acerra said optimistically.
Television content is a resource that many people have
depended on throughout the pandemic for information and
entertainment. The average American household is watching TV at least 8 hours more than they did before the pandemic, according to a study by Comcast. For providing the
content that has helped Americans ride out the pandemic,
gratitude is owed to the producers, cast and crews across
every network, as well as the institutions where those skills
are learned.

On Friday, Aug. 28, Chadwick Boseman, the actor best known for his
role as King T’Challa in “Black Panther” died at age 43 after a four year
battle with colon cancer. Boseman’s publicist stated that he died at home,
with his wife and family by his side.
Boseman’s impressive resume included roles in critically-acclaimed
films as Jackie Robinson, James Brown and Thurgood Marshall.
The 2018 BET Awards’ Best Actor was born in South Carolina and
attended Howard University. He began his career as a guest actor on television shows before making his Hollywood debut in 2013 as Jackie Robinson in “42.”
In 2016, Boseman landed the role of T’Challa, a.k.a. Black Panther, in
the Marvel Cinematic Universe and portrayed the character in four of the
franchises’ films.
“It was the honor of his career to bring King T’Challa to life in Black
Panther," read a statement posted on Boseman’s Twitter account after his
passing.
In 2018, Boseman and other Marvel superhero actors participated in
Marvel: The Universe Unites, a campaign that raised funds and spread
awareness for children’s charities.
“Being a Marvel Super Hero gives us a powerful platform to directly
influence positive change. Giving back to kids is the most impactful role
you can play,” Boseman said in a press release.
The Black Panther star visited children hospitalized with terminal illnesses, much to their delight, all while undergoing his own cancer treatments.
"Two years ago, Chadwick visited the St Jude campus and brought with
him not only toys for our patients but also joy, courage and inspiration. He
was an incredible role model for our patients and children from all around
the world,” wrote a spokesperson from St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital in condolences posted on Twitter.
In June, Boseman, along with 300 other actors, signed a letter urging
Hollywood executives to be more mindful of the ways certain stereotypes
in their productions are harmful to Black communities in the U.S. and to
offer equitable treatment of Black people working in all levels the film
industry. Learn more about the organization here: www.bldpwr.com
Boseman's contributions to the world, on and off screen, will never be
forgotten. Wakanda Forever.
-Jacob VanNorman and Chris Devlin

Environmental
protection is
pandemic
prevention
By John Locascio
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle. Those three words are ingrained into
modern society as a call to action. They act as a reminder to care
for our planet and promote environmentalism in everyday life.
Although simple, small actions like recycling can make a huge
impact on the world and you might be surprised to learn that
being more environmentally aware and eco-friendly could help
prevent the spread of a pandemic.
On April 22, 1970, more than 20 million people protested decades of careless environmental destruction across America. This
sparked the beginning of the modern environmental movement
in the 1970s with the establishment of Earth Day. To this day, the
core tenets of environmentalism are to protect the natural beauty
of Earth’s habitats as well as its wildlife. These ideals reside with
many and have, as a result, led to a cleaner and more eco-friendly
lifestyle for most Americans.
By living by the ideals outlined through the environmental
movement, positive change has begun to leave its mark. Despite
an influx of environmentally conscious efforts, there are still negative environmental actions occurring today, including habitat
destruction.
The devastation of natural ecosystems played a role in the wide
spread of the coronavirus, Will Gartshore, Director of Government Affairs and Advocacy for the World Wildlife Fund (WWF).
These habitats can act as a barrier to disease. As humanity continues to disrupt these areas, these intermediary zones are eliminated and humans become more exposed to potential future
outbreaks.

In addition to protecting the natural environment, the implementation of a cleaner lifestyle would help reduce the spread of
disease. Taking simple actions like washing your hands or wearing a face mask in public halt the spread of germs. This will reduce the number of people exposed to potential disease. Further,
by utilizing simple cleaning practices at home, such as disinfecting common areas, exposure to diseases can be reduced. These
actions could help the environment as a whole.
A large-scale step would be a call for the government to institute stricter practices concerning natural environment disruption.
This would be a step in the right direction. If an emphasis was
placed on protecting habitats and ecosystems, there could be a
reduction in the spread of future disease.
In addition to protecting these habitats, these ecosystems could
bolster positive effects on human health. Natural plants and wildlife improve air quality and water quality. By increasing the presence of natural habitats, the positive effects could offset some
of the negative environmental impact of cities. Although these
actions would take several years before society would reap the
benefits, they would leave a long-lasting positive environmental
footprint and as a result, promote positive biodiversity.
Moreover, there are several ways the average person can help
leave a positive environmental impact. The foremost way one
can help the environmental movement is to recycle.

Photo by David Clode on Unsplash

By taking a few seconds to recycle plastic, paper, metal and
other materials, the production of waste is reduced.
In 2017, the United States produced 267.8 million tons of
municipal solid waste (MSW), according to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), when only 67.2 million tons of
MSW were recycled and 27 million tons of MSW were composted. The EPA estimates that in 2017, the recycling, composting, combustion with energy recovery and landfilling of
MSW saved over 184 million metric tons of carbon dioxide
equivalent (MMTCO2E). This figure is comparable to the
emissions that could be reduced from taking over 39 million
cars off the road in a year.
In addition to recycling, another action we can take to make
a smaller carbon footprint would be to carpool to school or
work. Fewer cars on the road would result in the reduction of
carbon emissions.
Another further step could be to utilize reusable items such
as water bottles, dishware and bags. By using reusable alternatives of these items, we reduce the demand and need for
their disposable variants and thus eliminate further MSW.
Small, everyday changes can yield significant environmental benefits. Recycling, carpooling and eliminating waste are a
few ways to make a splash in the fight against environmental
destruction.
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Use it or lose it (Part 1)

Our brain: so powerful, yet so little understood
By Jesus Zaldivar
Imagine planet Earth on a clear day, 120
million years ago. The majestic Tyrannosaurus rex, with the length of a bus, weighing the
equivalent of two adult elephants and as tall as
a two-story house, walks around menacingly.
Then, just 10,000 years ago another species,
less than 7 feet tall and weighing less than 300
pounds, made its earthly appearance.
Today, the once powerful T. rex and all other
giant dinosaurs are extinct; the fragile less-than
7-foot humans survived. The human brain,
twice the weight of a T. rex’s brain (which
means higher brain to body ratio) made all the
difference.
The human brain made possible discoveries,
accumulation and propagation of knowledge.
By developing abstract thinking, language systems and complex calculations, the human brain
has built 2,000-foot tall buildings, has flown
747 airplanes, heavy as 34 elephants altogether,
sent humans to the moon and calculated when
and how the universe began.
Misconceptions and even plain ignorance,
however, still hover over this amazing organ
called “the crown jewel of the human body.” A
common and widespread belief is that as people
get older, the brain loses its learning abilities.
This article emphasizes that the understanding of brain physiology, meaning its functioning, can be applied to improve the quality of life
of aging people. Is not old age per se that is the
cause of diminished brain function, it is the lack
of use.
The brain (blue in Figure 1, top) is the most
complex organ of the human body. Therefore,
it will be useful to review its structure and organization.
A neuron, basic unit of the brain, is composed
of three elements: the cell body, the dendrite (a
short and highly branched end) and the axon, a
long end without branches (Figure 1, middle).
Axons are insulated by a sheath of fatty material called myelin and typically bundle forming
nerves. Glia cells such as astrocytes and oligodendrocytes play a supporting role.
So, how do these pieces work together? Any
stimulus received, for example, by the senses
— eyes, ears, nose, touch, etc. — is transduced
into an electric signal that, in milliseconds, travels from cell to cell.
The connecting point of a neuron’s axon
with the dendrite of another is called synapse;
at this location a chemical substance, the neurotransmitter, is released, which facilitates signal transmission (Figure 1, bottom). Some 100
billion neurons — a number that approximates
the number of stars in our galaxy — are wired
thorough trillions of synapses.
Why is that older people have more difficulty
learning? Does age change any of these structures?
Recently, Stanford University professor Carla Shatz referred to a puzzling fact we all have
faced at some point. “It’s difficult to learn how
to speak French without an accent during adulthood, but we can learn many different languages and speak them perfectly if we learn them
during childhood,” wrote Shatz, winner of the
Neuroscience Kavli Prize — Nobel equivalent.
In the process of learning specific skills, connections are established among neurons, involving many synapses but if these circuits are not
used, they are eliminated. (Figure 2 explains the
underlying mechanism in a simplified manner.)
Two pre-synaptic neurons, meaning located
before the synapses, feature one synapse each;
one is constantly used, it is functional (highlighted yellow in the figure), but the other is less
active. Those synapses connect to the post-synaptic neuron.
When a synapse is less active or not used,
a signal is triggered and it is destroyed. “Synaptic pruning” takes place. So, it is inactivity
that causes reduced learning ability. If synapses
were kept active, learning ability would’ve lasted a lifetime.
Indeed, recent neuroscience discoveries support evidences that putting the brain to work
preserves and increases learning capabilities.
Neurogenesis and epigenetics, genetics and
neuroplasticity are mechanisms activated when
the brain engages in learning.
For example, post-birth neurogenesis — formation of new neurons after birth — does take
place, a fact unknown to neuroscientists until
1962. [Previously, they believed that humans
were limited to carrying a specific number of
neurons for life].

Image courtesy of the National Institute on Aging/National Institutes of Health
Epigenetics, the interaction with the environment — the life experience that is different in
every individual — as well as genetics that determine the genes that are important for brain
function and neuroplasticity that allows the
brain to establish new wiring among neurons,
i.e., new synapses are generated.
And speaking of brain usage, a commentary
titled “Why Einstein was a genius” appeared
on the journal Science based on the detailed
analysis of the brain of the famous man. Michael Balter, the commentator, emphasized that
although the weight of Einstein’s brain was
unexceptional, the shape was markedly different, compared with 85 other brains previously
studied.
It’s known now that Einstein’s brain was more
convoluted, with different shapes of lobes (regions), i.e., frontal, parietal (lateral) and occipital (lower-back area of the cranium), as well
as having a greater density of neurons and glia
cells.
Recently, Stanford University professor Carla
Shatz referred to a puzzling fact we all have
faced at some point. “It’s difficult to learn how
to speak French without an accent during adulthood, but we can learn many different languages and speak them perfectly if we learn them
during childhood,” wrote Shatz, winner of the
Neuroscience Kavli Prize — Nobel equivalent.
In the process of learning specific skills, connections are established among neurons, involving many synapses but if these circuits are not
used, they are eliminated. (Figure 2 explains the
underlying mechanism in a simplified manner.)
Two pre-synaptic neurons, meaning located
before the synapses, feature one synapse each;
one is constantly used, it is functional (highlighted yellow in the figure), but the other is less
active. Those synapses connect to the post-synaptic neuron.
When a synapse is less active or not used,
a signal is triggered and it is destroyed. “Synaptic pruning” takes place. So, it is inactivity
that causes reduced learning ability. If synapses
were kept active, learning ability would’ve lasted a lifetime.
Indeed, recent neuroscience discoveries support evidences that putting the brain to work
preserves and increases learning capabilities.
Neurogenesis and epigenetics, genetics and
neuroplasticity are mechanisms activated when
the brain engages in learning.
For example, post-birth neurogenesis — formation of new neurons after birth — does take
place, a fact unknown to neuroscientists until
1962. [Previously, they believed that humans
were limited to carrying a specific number of
neurons for life].
Epigenetics, the interaction with the environment — the life experience that is different in
every individual — as well as genetics that determine the genes that are important for brain
function and neuroplasticity that allows the
brain to establish new wiring among neurons,
i.e., new synapses are generated.

unexceptional, the shape was markedly different, compared with 85 other brains previously
studied.
It’s known now that Einstein’s brain was more
convoluted, with different shapes of lobes (regions), i.e., frontal, parietal (lateral) and occipital (lower-back area of the cranium), as well
as having a greater density of neurons and glia
cells.
So, was the great man born with this exceptional brain or was it programmed to be exceptional?
Was genetics or the systematic training responsible for the differences in shape that yielded high intelligence?
Balter mentions that Dean Falk (Florida
State University) and co-authors, agree with
the idea that both nature and nurture were probably
involved. [nature and nurture refer to the influence of hereditary factors and brain usage, respectively.]

“Since Einstein’s parents were ‘very nurturing,’ [according to Falk,] they encouraged him
to be creative and independent not only in science but also in music, paying piano and violin
lessons — Belter comments. “Einstein programmed his own brain, he had the right brain
in the right place at the right time to make great
discoveries,” according to Falk.
In conclusion, learning specific skills depends
on billions of neurons and trillions of synapses
that have to be wired specifically for that purpose. Recent advances in neurosciences, specifically, neurogenesis, epigenetics and neuroplasticity, confirm that such specific wiring is kept
and perfected by usage.
Lifetime learning is possible provided that the
brain is constantly challenged. Reduced learning capability is the price for not using it.
It is “use it or lose it” what matters, not aging.

Figure 1. Top: The brain schematic (https://www.medlineplus.gov/ency/article/000694.htm)
Middle: Structure of a neuron (https://www.ninds.nih.gov/Disorders/
Patient-Caregiver-Education/Life-and-Death-Neuron)
Bottom: A synapse releasing a neurotransmitter (https://www.ninds.nih.gov/
Disorders/Patient-Caregiver-Education/Know-Your-Brain)
Figure 2. The synaptic pruning mechanism (https://www.scientificamerican.com/custom-media/
biggest-questions-in-science/rewriting-the-rules-in-the-school-of-thought/)
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November's election: about more than the presidency
I consider myself to be a Progressive and while
they were not my favorite pick for the Democratic
nomination for president and vice president, I
am voting for the Biden-Harris ticket in this Fall’s
election. I could spend a lot of our mutual time
arguing about why I am doing so but at the most
basic level I believe getting 50%, 60% or 70% of
what I want is better than the alternative.
Instead, I would rather talk to you about
something that is more important and more
impactful to you and the people you care about
than presidential politics: state and local
candidates and elections.
An Important Question:
Joe Biden is 77. Elizabeth Warren is 71. And
Bernie Sanders is 78. Why is it that the most
viable candidates the Democratic Party could
field were all septuagenarians? Could it be that
the paucity of effective candidates is because
Progressives do a poor job of building a stable
of effective campaigners who connect with the
people at the grassroots?
This is something that groups on the right - from
evangelicals to tea party conservatives – have
recognized as a priority for decades. They know
grassroots politics is important to the growth
of a movement that reflects their values. They
also know that It creates a large population of
activists and potential candidates that can work
their way up the system from city council to
county legislature to state legislature and
ultimately to federal office.
These people become seasoned campaigners
who know how to connect with and activate
their base when it counts - on election day.
Progressives need to learn how to do the same
because - as the old saying goes – all politics is
local.
Local and State Politics Is Where the Action Is
If there is something else that conservatives
have learned, it’s that they can more quickly
implement change and have an impact on the
issues that matter to them most by working at
the state and local level.
Think about the issues that are important to you:
housing security, jobs, gun laws, policing,
zoning, the environment, schools, ensuring
equal access to opportunity, voting rights and
redistricting.
In every case, it is the state, county or municipal
government that determines where tax money
comes from, how that money is spent, what the
ordinances are and how aggressively they are
enforced. And that means that you are closer
to the solution than you may think – especially
since local and state elections happen every
year not just every four.
The Squeaky Wheel Gets the Grease
There’s another old saying…
Have you ever thought about why old sayings
keep getting repeated over and over? It is
because there is almost always a kernel of truth
in them and this one applies to politics –
especially at the grassroots level.
That’s right, we can make a difference in our
towns and our communities – and on the issues
that matter to us - starting today and every day
just by making some (directed) noise. All it takes
is some effort outside of posting your rage and
disappointment on social media. Here are some
ideas:
* Go to City or County Council meetings and
learn where your representatives stand. Then
go and meet with them in their office one-onone or in small groups to express your concerns.
Attend town hall meetings and ask questions.
* Become active in local party politics. Become
a party member and start attending meetings.
Get to know the local committee people and
potentially become a committee person
yourself!
* Join a grassroots group that focuses on an
issue you care about and learn how they are
addressing issues. Then start door knocking or
phone banking or public speaking to tell your
story and convince others.

More Pie Is Better Than No Pie
As I said in the opening of this piece, I will be
supporting the Biden-Harris ticket this fall. I
have considered many reasons for this:
* SCOTUS and Ruth Bader Ginsburg’s declining
health
* The fumbling of the COVID-19 crisis by the
Trump administration
* The gutting of environmental regulations
that take us back to the 1970s
* How the Trump administration is trying to
define transgender folk out of existence
* The trillions of dollars in debt that has been
racked up to give tax breaks to billionaires
* How Trump is encouraging extreme police
measures while gassing and beating our
citizens
* The clear criminality and lack of morality that
pervades the Trump White House
But, in actuality, I am voting for them because
I am likely to get a bigger piece of the pie than
I will from the only other real alternative. I
won’t get everything I want (maybe 50%, 60%
or 70%) but I will get enough for the time being.
But I Want More Pie
I also recognize that I want more and if I am
going to get it, I need to work locally.
I need to pay close attention to the candidates
that reflect my views and I need to work for
them and vote for them because I know they
will listen to me.
That will result in influence that can create local
change today and it means that (someday) I will
have members of congress, senators or even a
president who gives me a bigger piece of the
pie.
That’s why you will find me in in the weeds
working at the grassroots level this election
season.
Will I see you there too?

Corinne Goodwin is the
Executive Director of Eastern
PA Trans Equity Project, a
Lehigh Valley-based nonprofit
with a mission of empowering
transgender people, building
community and advocating
for social justice.
Learn more at:
www.PATransEquity.org
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Systemic racism in America
Systemic Racism has a very broad, yet narrow definition. The interpretation varies from subject to subject. Systemic racism began with slavery and continues today.
The African Slave Trade set the basis for how Africans were to be treated. Elements
and themes of superiority, brutality and lack of respect remain consistent through many
American social traditions throughout history and in the present. Systemic racism has
weakened our government, healthcare and education systems, prisons and, most significantly, our people: Black, brown and white.
It is important that we acknowledge the differences we have in color and appreciate
one another’s identities. Negative actions and words loaded with harmful intent made
directly or indirectly toward individuals leave lasting psychological effects in all stages
of life. However, the timing of these events and the remedy of said event, also including
the timing and intensity of the remedy, make all the difference in whether the psychological effect shall manifest positively or negatively. Racism is most popularly negative.
Many people have a hard time spotting systemic racism unless they have been its victim. The clearest example of systemic racism is the very large generational socio-economic difference in America; and the clearest example of this would be the life paths
of low and high-income children. Children from low-income communities tend to have
lower reading levels, lower grade scores, more absences and lower body weights. For
years, our government has created programs over and over again to address the differences in education levels between the two communities.
One clear piece of information not often discussed when promoting these aforementioned programs is that the low income community surveyed was predominantly black,
while, conversely, the higher income communities are predominantly white. There are a
number of reasons for this, but the most impactful was slavery.
For years, our ancestors were forced to work for another man to sow, leaving nothing
for their children to come but a life of struggle and sorrow. However, the white Americans at the time worked towards creating wealth and empire, leaving anything they
would be able to for their family line. Once slavery was abolished, African Americans
began their fight to survive in the system and the world in which it existed. Once again,
African Americans had to learn a completely new way of life, not what previous generations of African Americans endured, this was a new struggle, examples of which
include attempting to go to work to feed your family with the looming threat of being
lynched on your way there or while working or on your way home; maybe a break-in in
the middle of the night and, just like that, if something should happen to the breadwinner
of the family, the whole family line would be jeopardized - threats that white Americans
did not have to face.
African Americans have worked with and assisted white Americans in collaborations
and successes since the slave trade. However, the contributions of Black Americans
toward positive and progressive American history remain stowed in order to promote
the propagandistic idea that Black people are not knowledgeable and do not contribute
to society but take away from it. This theory is proven by observing where the monetary
successes of these inventions, ideas and innovations have been allocated, which is in the
generational wealth of white Americans.
Many of America’s social issues are rooted in the imbalance of wealth. This imbalance
creates the image we see in the media which negatively affects the way Black children
view themselves before they even reach grade school. Even after all the time slavery has
been abolished, we still see a huge gap in the generational wealth between white and
Black families. It is important to acknowledge that Black communities are low-income
communities due to generational circumstances brought on by our system and this is just
one small example of systemic racism.

Shalom Werkheiser is the founder of Black Excellence,
a volunteer-led organization working to address systemic racism and to assist the Black community in pursuing and achieving goals. Werkheiser, a mother and
sophomore at NCC, is the former president of the political science club and a fellow of the College Election
Engagement Project.
Contact: blackexclnc@gmail.com
Facebook: blackexclnc

https://sites.google.com/view/blackexclnc/home
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NCC's Center for Civic & Community Engagement is offering help for students and staff to participate in the upcoming
election. In addition to offering virtual voter registration sessions every Monday, Wednesday and Friday, the CCCE will be
holding "Democracy 101" sessions, virtual seminars in which various topics related to voting and politics are discussed.
Visit NCC's CCCE website here: https://www.northampton.edu/center-for-civic-and-community-engagement/2020-election-information-and-resources.htm or click on an image to learn more about the upcoming Democracy 101 sessions below.

